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METHOD FOR PRESERVING MEMORY

REQUEST ORDERING ACROSS MULTIPLE
MEMORY CONTROLLERS
RELATED APPLICATION

The Subject matter of this application is related to the
Subject matter in a co-pending non-provisional application

by the same inventor(s) as the instant application and filed
on the same day as the instant application entitled, "Appa
ratus for Preserving Memory Request Ordering Across Mul
tiple Memory Controllers,” having Ser. No. 09/418,467, and
filing date Oct. 15, 1999.
BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

15

The present invention relates to memory architectures for
computer Systems. More Specifically, the present invention
relates to a method and an apparatus for preserving the
ordering of memory requests directed to multiple memory
controllers.
2. Related Art

AS computer Systems grow increasingly more
Sophisticated, they are beginning to include multiple func
tional units. For example, it is common for a computer
System to include one or more central processing units

25

(CPUs) as well as a graphics processor and various DMA
devices. AS the number of functional units in a computer
System increases, the computer System's memory comes
under increasing pressure to Service memory requests.
Consequently, the memory can become a bottleneck to
computer System performance.
One solution to this problem is to incorporate multiple
memory channels in a computer System, wherein each
memory channel handles accesses to a different region of
memory. These multiple memory channels can work in
parallel to Service memory requests from the multiple func

controller.

35

tional units.

In designing a System with multiple memory channels, it
is important to allow each functional unit to access to all of
the memory channels, So that each functional unit can acceSS
all of the regions of memory. One problem in doing So is that
memory requests from a given functional unit may return
out of order from different memory controllers. This can
create problems if there are dependencies between the
memory requests. One Solution to this problem is to provide
additional circuitry at the functional unit to ensure that
memory requests are executed in order. However, this com
plicates the design of the functional unit and may limit the
performance advantages of queuing requests at memory

40
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controllers.

Another Solution is to include circuitry within the memory
controllers to ensure that requests from a given functional
unit are issued in order. This simplifies the design of
functional units and can improve overall computer System
performance. However, this requires the memory controllers

55

to communicate information with each other, which can

cause prohibitively large communication delayS.
What is needed is a method and an apparatus that enables
multiple memory controllers to ensure that requests from
functional units are issued in order without incurring large
communication delayS.
SUMMARY

One embodiment of the present invention provides a
method for preserving ordering of memory requests distrib

2
uted acroSS multiple memory controllers. This method oper
ates within a System that receives a memory request at a first
memory controller. This memory request includes a Source
tag indicating a Source from which the memory request
originated. (For example, a Source tag may identify a
processor or a graphics accelerator.) Next, the System com
pares the Source tag with Source tags for pending memory
requests in a Second memory controller to determine if the
Second memory controller contains any pending memory
requests from the same Source. Note that the Source tags for
the second memory controller are stored within the first
memory controller. If the Second memory controller con
tains pending memory requests from the Same Source, the
System prevents the memory request from issuing from the
first memory controller until the pending memory requests
from the Same Source within the Second memory controller
complete. Finally, the System issues the memory request
from the first memory controller to a first random access
memory coupled to the first memory controller.
In one embodiment of the present invention, the System
additionally propagates the Source tag for the memory
request to the Second memory controller So that the Second
memory controller can compare Source tags for Subsequent
requests received at the Second memory controller against
Source tags for pending memory requests in the first memory
controller. In a variation on this embodiment, the System
Stores the Source tag in a FIFO circuit in the Second memory
In one embodiment of the present invention, the System
additionally compares the Source tag with Source tags for
pending memory requests in a third memory controller to
determine if the third memory controller contains any pend
ing memory requests from the same Source. If the third
memory controller contains pending memory requests from
the Same Source, the System prevents the memory request
from completing until the pending memory requests from
the Same Source within the third memory controller com
plete.
In one embodiment of the present invention, the System
prevents the memory request from completing by Stalling
the first memory controller until the pending memory
requests within the Second memory controller from the same
Source complete. In a variation on this embodiment, Stalling
the first memory controller includes Stalling pending
memory requests in the first memory controller.
In one embodiment of the present invention, comparing
the Source tag with the Source tags for pending memory
requests in the Second memory controller further comprises
comparing a time Stamp associated with the memory request
against time Stamps associated with the pending memory
requests in the Second memory controller.
In one embodiment of the present invention, the System
additionally receives a response from the first random acceSS
memory indicating that the memory request has been com
pleted. If the memory request is a read operation, the System
returns the read data to the Source from which the memory
request originated.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

60

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer System in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates the internal structure of two memory
controllers in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.

65

FIG. 3 illustrates the internal structure of a comparison
circuit in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.
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operation is relayed across processor bus 108 into one of
memory controllers 122 or 123 within north bridge 102.
Consider the case where the read request is directed to
memory controller 122. Memory controller 122 issues the
read request to memory 104. In response to this read request,
memory 104 returns the read data to memory controller 122.
Next, the read operation is completed by transferring data
across processor bus 108 to processor 112.
Memory Controller
FIG. 2 illustrates the internal structure of two memory

3
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating how a memory controller
processes a memory request in accordance with an embodi
ment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description is presented to enable any
perSon Skilled in the art to make and use the invention, and
is provided in the context of a particular application and its
requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed
embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the
art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied
to other embodiments and applications without departing
from the Spirit and Scope of the present invention. Thus, the
present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodi
ments shown, but is to be accorded the widest Scope
consistent with the principles and features disclosed herein.
Computer System
FIG. 1 illustrates a computer System in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention. The computer
system illustrated in FIG. 1 includes processors 112, 114 and
116, which are coupled to processor bus 108. Processors
112, 114 and 116 can include any type of general or Special
purpose processors, including, but not limited to
microprocessors, mainframe computers, digital Signal
processors, graphics processors and device controllers. Pro
ceSSor bus 108 can include any type of communication
channel for coupling a processor to other devices in the
computer System, including peripheral devices, memory
devices and other processors.
North bridge 102 couples processor bus 108 to, memory
104, memory 105, graphics unit 110 and bus 106. As
illustrated in FIG. 1, north bridge 102 contains: processor
interface 126 for communicating with processor bus 108;

controllers 122 and 123 in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. FIG. 2 illustrates in more detail the
internal structures of memory controllers 122 and 123
illustrated in FIG. 1.
15
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accelerated graphics port (AGP) 128 for communicating
with graphics unit 110; memory controller 122 for commu
nicating with memory 104; memory controller 123 for
communicating with memory 105; and bus interface 130 for
communicating with bus 106. Interfaces 126, 128, 130 and
memory controllerS 122 and 123 are coupled together
through Switch 124. Switch 124 can include any type of
Switching circuitry that is able to Selectively couple together
to interfaces 126, 128, 130 and memory controllers 122 and

35

feeds into state machine 234.
40

45

114 and 116.

Bus 106 couples north bridge 102 to South bridge 118.
Bus 106 can include any type of communication channel for
coupling north bridge 102 to other devices in a computer
System, including peripheral devices and memory devices.
In one embodiment of the present invention, bus 106 is a PCI

50

bus.
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South bridge 118 includes circuitry for coupling together
components of the computer System. More, particularly,
South bridge 118 couples bus 106 to peripheral bus 120.
Peripheral bus 120 can include any type of communica
tion channel for coupling a South bridge 118 to other devices
in a computer System, including peripheral devices and
memory devices. In one embodiment of the present
invention, peripheral bus 120 is an ISA bus. Peripheral bus
120 is coupled to ROM 140, which contains BIOS 142.
The embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1 operates as follows
in processing a read memory request. First, a processor, Such
as processor 112, performs a read operation. This read

(associated with memory request 202) with Source tags 262,
264, 266 and 268 (associated with memory requests 252,
254, 256 and 258 within memory controller 123). If source
tag 212 matches any of source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268,
comparison circuit 232 asserts conflict signal 233, which

123.

Memories 104 and 105 can include any type of volatile or
non-volatile random access memory.
Graphics unit 110 can include any special-purpose cir
cuitry for performing graphics operations. This allows
graphics computations to be off-loaded from processors 112,

Memory controller 122 includes memory request FIFO
200, source tag FIFO 220 and state machine 234. Memory
request FIFO 200 includes entries for pending memory
requests in memory controller 122, including memory
requests 202, 204, 206 and 208. Memory request FIFO 200
additionally includes Source tags associated with each
memory request that identify the functional unit in the
computer System that initiated the memory request. More
specifically, memory request FIFO 200 includes source tags
212, 214, 216 and 218, which are associated with memory
requests 202, 204, 206 and 208, respectively.
Source tag FIFO 220 includes source tags for memory
requests that are currently pending in memory controller
123. More specifically, source tag FIFO 220 includes source
tags 262, 264, 266 and 268, which are associated with
memory requests 252, 254, 256 and 258 within memory
request FIFO 250 in memory controller 123.
Comparison circuit 232 is used to compare Source tag 212

60
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State machine 234 controls the actions of memory con
troller 122. This includes stalling memory controller 122
when conflict Signal 233 is asserted, So that a memory
request does not issue until preceding memory requests from
the same Source complete.
In one embodiment of the present invention, the Source
tags additionally include time Stamps, and the comparison
operation involves determining if any preceding memory
requests from the same Source are present in the other
memory controller.
Similarly, memory controller 123 includes memory
request FIFO 250, source tag FIFO 270 and state machine
284. Memory request FIFO 250 includes entries for a
number of pending memory requests, including memory
requests 252,254, 256 and 258. Memory request FIFO 250
additionally includes source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268,
which are associated with memory requests 252,254, 256
and 258, respectively.
Source tag FIFO 270 includes source tags for memory
requests that are currently pending in memory controller
122. More specifically, source tag FIFO 270 includes source
tags 212, 214, 216 and 218, which are associated with
memory requests 202, 204, 206 and 208 within memory
request FIFO 200 in memory controller 122.
Comparison circuit 282 is used to compare Source tag 262

(associated with memory request 252) with Source tags 212,
214, 216 and 218 (associated with memory requests 202,
204, 206 and 208 within memory controller 122). If source
tag 262 matches any of source tags 212, 214, 216 and 218,

US 6,275,913 B1
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S
comparison circuit 282 asserts conflict signal 283, which
feeds into state machine 284.

State machine 284 controls the actions of memory con
troller 123. This includes stalling memory controller 123
when conflict Signal 283 is asserted So that a memory request
does not issue until preceding memory requests from the
Same Source complete.
Comparison Circuit
FIG. 3 illustrates the internal structure of comparison

5

What is claimed is:

circuit 232 (from FIG. 2) in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention. Comparison circuit 232 takes in
source tag 212 (on the left-hand side of FIG. 3), and

compares Source tag 212 with Source tags 262, 264, 266 and
268, respectively, from source tag FIFO 220. These com
parisons take place within comparators 302, 304, 306 and
308. If any of Source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268 match
Source tag 212, OR gate 316 asserts conflict signal 233.
Note that if the Source tags include time Stamps, com
parators 302, 304, 306 and 308 generate a matching signal
only if source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268, respectively,
precede the time Stamp for Source tag 212 and originate from
the same Source as Source tag 212.
Processing a Memory Request
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating how memory controller
122 processes a memory request 202 in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention. The system first
receives a memory request 202 at memory controller 122

15
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(step 402). Memory request 202 includes a source tag 212

identifying the functional unit that initiated memory request
202. Next, the System compares Source tag 212 for memory
request 202 against Source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268 for

pending memory requests in memory controller 123 (Step
404). If memory controller 123 contains pending memory
requests from the same Source (meaning Source tag 212
matched one of source tags 262, 264, 266 and 268), state
machine 234 stalls memory controller 122 until all pending
requests from the Same Source within memory controller 123

35

complete (step 406).

Note that this stalling may occur at a number of different
times. In one embodiment of the present invention, memory
controller 122 Stalls immediately after it receives a memory
request that conflicts with a pending request in memory
controller 123. In another embodiment, memory controller
122 does not stall immediately after receiving a conflicting
memory request, but rather waits to Stall until a memory

40

request that is about to issue to (or return from) memory 104

45

issues memory request 202 to memory 104 (step 408).

50

conflicts with preceding memory requests within other
memory controllers. This embodiment requires including
time Stamps within the Source tags to Specify which memory
requests precede other memory requests. Next, the System
The System also propagates Source tag 212 to Source tag

FIFO 270 within memory controller 123 (step 410) so that

memory controller 123 can compare Source tags for Subse
quent requests received at memory controller 123 against
Source tags for pending memory requests in memory con
troller 122. Note that this propagation Step can take place at
any time during the processing of memory request 202.
At Some time later, the System receives a response from
memory 104 indicating that the memory operation is com

plete (Step 412). If memory request 202 is a read operation,
memory controller 122 returns the read data to the functional
unit that requested the read operation.
Note that the present invention can be extended to more
than two memory controllers by expanding the Source tag
FIFOs to include source tags from all of the other memory
controllers. The comparison circuits also have to be
extended to accommodate additional comparisons.

The foregoing descriptions of embodiments of the inven
tion have been presented for purposes of illustration and
description only. They are not intended to be exhaustive or
to limit the invention to the forms disclosed. Accordingly,
many modifications and variations will be apparent to prac
titioners skilled in the art. Additionally, the above disclosure
is not intended to limit the invention. The scope of the
invention is defined by the appended claims.

55
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1. A method for preserving ordering of memory requests
distributed acroSS multiple memory controllers, comprising:
receiving a memory request at a first memory controller,
the memory request including a Source tag indicating a
Source from which the memory request originated;
comparing the Source tag with Source tags for pending
memory requests in a Second memory controller to
determine if the Second memory controller contains any
pending memory requests from the same Source;
wherein the Source tags for the Second memory controller
are stored within the first memory controller;
if the Second memory controller contains pending
memory requests from the same Source, preventing the
memory request from issuing from the first memory
controller before the pending memory requests from
the same Source within the Second memory controller
complete; and
issuing the memory request from the first memory con
troller to a first random access memory coupled to the
first memory controller.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising propagating
the Source tag for the memory request to the Second memory
controller So that the Second memory controller can compare
Source tags for Subsequent requests received at the Second
memory controller against Source tags for pending memory
requests in the first memory controller.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein propagating the Source
tag for the memory request to the Second memory controller
further comprises Storing the Source tag in a FIFO circuit in
the Second memory controller.
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
comparing the Source tag with Source tags for pending
memory requests in a third memory controller to deter
mine if the third memory controller contains any pend
ing memory requests from the same Source;
wherein the Source tags for the third memory controller
are Stored within the first memory controller, and
if the third memory controller contains pending memory
requests from the same Source, preventing the memory
request from completing until the pending memory
requests from the same Source within the third memory
controller complete.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein preventing the memory
request from completing includes Stalling the first memory
controller until the pending memory requests within the
Second memory controller from the same Source complete.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein stalling the first
memory controller includes Stalling pending memory
requests in the first memory controller.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein comparing the Source
tag with the Source tags for pending memory requests in the
Second memory controller further comprises comparing a
time Stamp associated with the memory request against time
Stamps associated with the pending memory requests in the
Second memory controller.
8. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the memory
request at the first memory controller includes receiving the

US 6,275,913 B1
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memory request at the first memory controller located within
a core logic chip that also contains the Second memory

receiving a response from the first random acceSS memory
indicating that the memory request has been completed;
and

controller.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein issuing the memory
request from the first memory controller, includes issuing
the memory request to the first random acceSS memory that
is Separate from a Second random access memory coupled to
the Second memory controller.
10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
receiving a response from the first random access memory
indicating that the memory request has been completed;

5

and

if the memory request is a read operation, returning read
data to the Source from which the memory request
originated.
11. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the memory
request includes receiving the memory request from a pro

15

CCSSO.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the memory
request includes receiving the memory request from an AGP
bus.

13. A method for preserving ordering of memory requests
distributed acroSS multiple memory controllers, comprising:
receiving a memory request at a first memory controller,
the memory request including a Source tag indicating a
Source from which the memory request originated;
comparing the Source tag with Source tags for pending
memory requests in a Second memory controller to
determine if the Second memory controller contains any
pending memory requests from the same Source;
wherein the Source tags for the Second memory controller
are stored within the first memory controller;
if the Second memory controller contains pending
memory requests from the same Source, Stalling the
first memory controller until the pending memory
requests within the Second memory controller from the
Same Source complete;
issuing the memory request from the first memory con
troller to a first random access memory coupled to the
first memory controller;
propagating the Source tag for the memory request to the
Second memory controller So that the Second memory
controller can compare Source tags for Subsequent
requests received at the Second memory controller
against Source tags for pending memory requests in the
first memory controller;

25
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if the memory request is a read operation, returning read
data to the Source from which the memory request
originated.
14. The method of claim 13, wherein propagating the
Source tag for the memory request to the Second memory
controller further comprises Storing the Source tag in a FIFO
circuit in the Second memory controller.
15. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
comparing the Source tag with Source tags for pending
memory requests in a third memory controller to deter
mine if the third memory controller contains any pend
ing memory requests from the same Source;
wherein the Source tags for the third memory controller
are Stored within the first memory controller, and
if the third memory controller contains pending memory
requests from the same Source, preventing the memory
request from completing until the pending memory
requests from the same Source within the third memory
controller complete.
16. The method of claim 13, wherein stalling the first
memory controller includes Stalling pending memory
requests in the first memory controller.
17. The method of claim 13, wherein comparing the
Source tag with the Source tags for pending memory requests
in the Second memory controller further comprises compar
ing a time Stamp associated with the memory request against
time Stamps associated with the pending memory requests in
the Second memory controller.
18. The method of claim 13, wherein receiving the
memory request at the first memory controller includes
receiving the memory request at the first memory controller
located within a core logic chip that also contains the Second
memory controller.
19. The method of claim 13, wherein issuing the memory
request from the first memory controller, includes issuing
the memory request to the first random acceSS memory that
is Separate from a Second random access memory coupled to
the Second memory controller.
20. The method of claim 13, wherein receiving the
memory request includes receiving the memory request
from a processor.
21. The method of claim 13, wherein receiving the
memory request includes receiving the memory request
from an AGP bus.

